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White collar season 1 episode 5

The Wikipedia article is a crime TV series that premiered on October 23, 2009 on USA Network. The series stars Matt Bomer as Neil Caffrey, a former fraudster, forger and thief, and Tim DeKay as FBI Special Agent Peter Burke. The couple formed an incredible partnership as they worked together to keep the white-collar criminals. The
series also stars Willie Garson as Mozzie, an old friend of Neil's who sometimes helps the FBI with their investigations; Andy Garson as Mozzie, an old friend of Neil's who sometimes helps the FBI with their investigations; Andy Garrison, an old friend of Neil's who sometimes helps the FBI with their investigations. Tiffany Thiessen as
Elizabeth Burke, Peter's wife; and Marcia Thomason and Sharif Atkins as agents Diana Berrigan and Clinton Jones, respectively. Natalie Morales appears in the first season as agent Lauren Cruz. Hilary Burton is portrayed in the second season as Sarah Ellis, a love interest in Neil. She joined the main cast at the beginning of the third
season. White Collar aired its first season of 14 episodes in two parts, which premiered in 2009 and 2010. A second season followed, including 16 episodes. The first group of nine episodes aired in the summer of 2010, and the other seven aired in the spring of 2011. The third season began airing in 2011 and ended in 2012. The first 10
episodes of the season aired in the summer of 2011, and the remaining six began airing in the winter of 2012. The series was renewed for a fourth season, including 16 episodes, which began airing in July 2012. [1] The fifth season, which was renewed for 16 episodes, later reduced to 13, began airing in October 2013. In March 2014, the
series was renewed for a sixth season, which is confirmed as the final season the following September. [2] The season is on November 6, 2014. On December 18, after the final episode of the sixth season, White Collar ended its run. The first three seasons are available on DVD in regions 1, 2 and 4, and the first season is also available
on Blu-ray. [5] In Australia, Region 4, Season 4 was released on July 2, 2014, Season 5 on December 10, 2014, Season 6 and The Complete series on May 6, 2015. Review of the seriesPapisodiOriginal airedOn air 114Octo 2009 (2009-10-23)9 March 2010 (2010-03-09)216Julies 13, 2010 (2010-07-13)8, 2011 (2011-03-08)316June 7,
2011 (2011-06-07)28 February 2012 (2012-02-28) 416 2012 (2012-07-10)5 March 2013 (2013-03-05)513October 17, 2013 (2013-10-17) 30 January 2014 (2 2013-17) 66November 6, 2014 (2014-11-06)18 December 2014 (2014-12-18) List Season 1 (2009-10) No.no.no. inseasonTiedirected byOriginal Air DateProd.codeus viewers
(millions) 11PilotBronwyn HughesJeff Easton 23, 2009 (2009-10-23)5039-08-1795.40 Con artist, master forger and criminal extraordinary Neil Caffrey (Matt Bomer) escapes from prison to find Kate Moray (Alexandra Daddario), the woman she loves, only to find himself behind bars again. He make a deal with federal agent Peter Burke
(Tim DeKay), the FBI agent who puts him there, and together they take an unconventional itinerary to search for a criminal known as the Dutchman (Mark Sheppard). Also present is a trusted friend and partner of Neil's in crime, Mozzie (Willie Garson), a colleague with extensive knowledge of many topics. Neil is using his new position at
the FBl to find clues that will lead him to Kate, the man with the ring and the truth. 22Nithing GordonSfton CampbellOctober 30, 2009 (2009-10-30)5039-09-1035.08[7] Neyall and Peter at New York Fashion Week as they try to prevent an international criminal from selling sensitive data hidden in one of the Games. 33Book of The
HoursJohn T. KrethmerTom GarrigusNovember 6, 2009 (2009-11-06)5039-09-1023.85] The New York crowd gathered the FBI's help to restore a precious Bible - a mission that tested Neal's loyalty with the FBI. 44 Flip of the CoinTimiti Busfield Jeff Easter &amp;Joseph K. MuscatNovember 13, 2009 (2009-11-13)5039-09-1054.28] Peter
and Neil tried to find smuggling Iraqi artifacts where the prime suspect was an American soldier and known to Peter, but anomalies in the evidence suggested other forces were working. 55 Portrait Alan Arkusev Eastsin Travis RomeroNov 2009 (2009-11-20)5039-09-1014.56 Peter and Neil put a sting to recover a valuable stolen portrait,
but it framed their awkward partnership when Peter suspected Neil would succumb to temptation. Neil discovers the truth about the stolen portrait and returns it to his faithful owner. 66All inJohn T. 2009 (2009-11-27)5039-09-1044.40 Immersed in a dangerous case in Chinatown involving one of his aliases and an Interpol artisan agent,
Neil is forced to decide between his loyalty to Peter and the FBI or his desire to find Kate. The Interpol agent reveals that the man with the ring is with the FBl. 77Feath fallKevin Braijeff EastinDecember 4, 2009 (2009-12-04)5039-09-1075.55.55] Peter must determine whether Neil is lying when Neil becomes a suspect in a jewellery heist.
Meanwhile, Neil closes in on him and discovers he may be closer than he imagined. Featured in the episode is FBI Special Agent Garrett Fowler (Noah Emmerich), an OPR agent who leans in to discredit Peter and Neil by any means. 88 Hard SellJohn T. KretmerJim Campolongo and Joe HendersonJan Januar 19, 2010 (2010-01-
19)5039-09-1084.70[13] Neil infiltrated a corrupt Wall Street brokerage firm and Peter had to go undercover with him. Neil suspects Peter of the man with the ring and confronts Peter about it. Peter initially denied it, but after the case was closed Peter told Neil he had spoken to Kate. Peter tells Neil that Kate mentioned that she wanted a
music box, that Neil Stolen. Peter also tells Neil that it doesn't look like Kate acted under Fowler's control. Neil refuses to believe Peter and tries to find the music box Fowler wants. 99 Bad CourtJohn T. Krethmer Jeff Istin (Joseph Muscat Januari 26, 2010 (2010-01-26)5039-09-1124.30 Peter and Neil found a corrupt judge who worked
with Fowler and planned to capture them. Meanwhile, Neil asks Peter to deliver a message to Kate as Mozzie searches Peter's house for bugs. At the end of the episode, Neil pulls a paper flower from the grave of Kate's father, Robert, another enigmatic message from Kate. 1010Vital SignsDennie GordonJoan B. WeissFebruary 2, 2010
(2010-02-02)5039-09-1062.89[15] June was approached with a charity sketch when her granddaughter was removed from the kidney transplant waiting list. Neil and Peter decided to investigate the charity, suspecting that the transplants were being bought with donations. 1111 Home InvasionKen Girotti Channing Powell 9, 2010 The FBI
investigates a murder and a mysterious coded list and Neal catchs up with Alex Hunter (Gloria Waters), an old friend who may know something about the music box but isn't very enthropic about the FBI. 1212 Darkened Phil Abraham Jeff Justin - Tom Garrigus Feruri 23, 2010 (2010-02-23)5039-09-1093.57 When Neil faces his blue-collar
counterpart Matthew Keller (Ross McCall), he must revive decades of old competition to create an impossible spice on a bottle of wine. But things aren't exactly what they seem. 1313Pred personMichael SmithRashad RaisaniMarch 2, 2010 (2010-03-02)5039-09-1113.48] When trying to solve a kidnapping, Neil was detained by an old
friend and forced to play his game to save the one who had been kidnapped. Alex finally reveals the location of Neil's music box and joined the team to steal it. Peter tells Neil that he knows Neil is planning to steal it and tells him he has the opportunity to stop looking for Kate and do something good with his life. 1414 by BoxKevin Bryjef
EastMarch 9, 2010 (2010-03-09)5039-09-1134.04] After discovering the music box in Manhattan, Neil and his friends planned a party from the heist to steal it. Things happen on the head as Fowler and Peter split up, while Neil wants Kate in exchange for the box. Peter returns to the track before Neil takes off with Kate and tries to stop
him. Neil turns around and admits that Peter is the only one who can change his mind. Before joining Kate, Neil looks at Peter and the plane explodes. Season 2 (2010-2011) The White Collar was renewed for a second season, scheduled to begin July 13, 2010 on USA Network, with Marcia Thomason joining the cast as a regular
series[20] and Hilary Burton appearing in six arcs as insurance investigator Sarah Ellis. [21] 7, 2010, and ended with a seven-episode winter season that began on January 18, 2011. [22] No. InseasonTyids erected byOriginal AirTimeProd.com(millions)151 WithdrawnTim MathesonJeff EastInJuly 13, 2010 (2010-07-13)5039-10-2014.29]
Following Kate's death, Neil's deal and Peter's work are in jeopardy. To prove themselves, they have to catch Architect (Tim Matheson), a big bank robber. 162You should knowSanford BookstaverJoe HendersonJuly 20, 2010 (2010-07-20)5039-10-2023.96[24] Neil goes undercover as a political fixer to bring down a corrupt politician.
Diana and Peter lead them to an unidentified man fleeing their pursuit. It has also been revealed that Peter had Diana keep the location of the music box hidden even by Peter himself. Neil begins to suspect that Peter is investigating the plane explosion behind his back. 173Copycat CaffreyPaul HolahanChanning PowellJuly 27, 2010
(2010-07-27)5039-10-2033.72 Peter sent Neil back to school after someone copied one of his old schemes. Alex's coming back with some bad news. Diana discovers that the music box is hiding something. Peter and Diana are on their way to find the missing key, which is the last piece of music alex gives Neil before he leaves for Italy.
184 By book Michael SmithAlexand McNallyWowes 3, 2010 For the first time in his life, Mozzie had to turn to the FBI for help when the man of his affection, a waitress from a local diner (Diane Farr), disappeared. Mozzie uses mysteries, often references to texts of books left by Gina, to find and save her, which unfolds to a case involving
a man on the FBI's radar for a while. 195Infinished businessTricia Brockjeff EastinAugust 10, 2010 (2010-08-10)5039-10-2054.00[27] A routine mammal escalates into an attempt when the murder is unknowingly hired to kill the appointed insurance officer, Sarah Ellis (Hilary Burton), the same woman who testified against him about his
alleged theft of a painting of Rafael a few years earlier. Meanwhile, Neil and Mozzie investigated the wreckage of the plane, concluding that the plane was charged with exploding in the air but was blown up early by someone. They managed to send the cockpit voice recorder to the stirling bosch insurance company, under the care of
Sarah Ellis. After being captured by the killer who ordered Sarah's murder, Neil tried to get his package back from his apartment, but was interrupted by an attempted murder of the real killer, which was subsequently captured by Peter and his team. 206In redDavid StraitonMatt NegreteMatust 17, 2010 (2010-08-17)5039-10-2064.48] The
arrest of a jewel thief leads Peter and Neil to a much more heinous blackmail against adoptive parents. Mozzie breaks into Sarah's apartment and The tape, only to get it from Sarah and her detectives, in the search of Neal's apartment. After teaming up with the crowd, Peter and Neil take the adoption lawyer (John Laroquet) into custody.
Sarah returned to Neil's apartment after discovering what had happened to Kate and promising to help Neil with the investigation. The footage shows Kate calling an unidentified man shortly before the plane went off, causing Neil and friends to chase who was at the other end of the phone. 217The dilemma of inmate Vincent MisianoMark
Goffmanas 24, 2010 (2010-08-24)5039-10-2084.60] An agent is accused of selling places during criminal trials, and U.S. Marshals ask Peter and Neal for help after the FBI's discovery. Peter befriends the suspect when he finds out the U.S. Marshal was selling the seats and goes with him, trying to clear his name. Moz discovers that the
mysterious voice of the black box recording belongs to the still-hiding Garrett Fowler. 228Company ManRozmarin RodriguezJim CampolongoAuust 31, 2010 (2010-08-31)5039-10-2074.44[30] Neil and Peter have to go undercover in the world of corporate espionage after the assassination of the head of the explorer company. Mozzie and
Diana are set to look at Kate's murder, and Mozzie realises Diana has the music box and Peter knows where he is. Neil tells Peter, No more secrets before he opens the box. 239September Point Blank Kevin Bray Jeff EastinSeptember 7, 2010 (2010-09-07)5039-10-2094.72] The gang finds Fowler (Noah Ember) and discovers that he is
innocent. Peter has a picture of a patchwork. Mozzie breaks the code in the music box. Before telling anyone, he was shot by an unidentified man (Paul Blackthorne) who was stealing the code. 2410Burk to SevenMichael Smith John HendersonYanuari 18, 2011 (2011-01-18)5039-10-2143.81[32] Peter was charged with a crime he did not
commit and was subsequently stopped by the FBI. Neil helps him orchestrate a scam to catch the real criminal (Paul Blackthorne), find out who shot Mozzie and clear Peter's name. 2511 Treacherous BondsJohn T. Kretchmer Jeff Isten Alexander McNallyYanuari 25, 2011 (2011-01-25)5039-10-2133.90[33] After Peter and Neil realized
that Vincent Adler (Andrew McCarthy) was behind Kate's murder, Peter spoke to Neil, where he revealed everything from the time he met Mozzie when he was caught by the FBI. 2612 What's going on in Burma... John T. KrethmerHy KonradFebruer 1, 2011 (2011-02-01)5039-10-2103.46 Peter and Neil must set foot on Burmese soil
when they visit his embassy to prove the innocence of the son of an American diplomat. 2713 CounterMichael Smith Jimmy Neil is approached by an old friend of June's (Billy Dee Williams) and believes he has some ulterior motives. 2814 PaybackRussel Lee FineMark Gofraner 22, 2011 (2011-02-22)5039-10-2123.27] Matthew Kefleler
(Ross McCall) returns when he contacts Neil and Peter from prison to receive a favor. During the investigation, Peter was kidnapped and had to be found before he was killed, which inadvertently forced Neil to deal with his feelings of losing Kate. 2915 Power PlateJeff F. KingMark GoffmanMarch 1, 2011 (2011-03-01)5039-10-2163.30[37]
Nal and Peter change identities after being approached by a woman (Cody Horn) who claims hers (Richard Schiff) is behind a cohort scheme. 3016Under the radarJohn T. Krethmer Jeff JustinMarch 8, 2011 (2011-03-08)5039-10-2153.81[38] Neil and Peter were kidnapped by Adler (Andrew McCarthy) and Neil gets closer to revealing
behind the death of secret Kate. Season 3 (2011–2012) On September 27, 2010, The White Collar was renewed for episode 16 of season three,[39] which began on June 7, 2011. Hilary Burton joins the cast as a regular. [39] Diane Carroll appeared in June, and Dennis Wasi, who appeared in the pilot episode as June's granddaughter,
Cindy, also returned. [41] The first half of the season also saw guest appearances by Dana Ashbrook, Beau Bridges, [42] Eliza Duscu,[44] Naten Garson, Lena Heay, Ernie Hudson, Olek Krupa, Al Sapienza and the return of Matthew Keller (Roscol Mack). [43] The Tim DeKai series directed one episode. [44] Creator and producer Jeff
Isstein also said that Andrew McCarthy, who plays Vincent Adler, would also direct an episode. [45] Another retrospective in the episode The Detroit Dentist reveals much of Mozzie's childhood. [44] The first half of the 10-episode season, concluded on August 9, 2011, and the remaining six episodes began airing on January 17, 2012.
No.no. inseasonTitled by Written byOriginal Date of AirProd.kodu spectators (millions) 311On guard Russell Lee Feenjef Eastinyuniu 7, 2011 (2011-06-07)BCW3013.90[46] Despite their newly dictated trust issues, Neil and Peter have to work together to catch a thief who took his warehouse out of the Federal Reserve. 322Where there is
WilSanford BustaverMark GoffmanJune 14, 2011 (2011-06-14)BCW3023.71 Peter and Neil found a treasure map of forged will, and soon enter a race to find and save the beneficiary's daughter. 333 DeadlineMichael Smithalekandra McNallyun 21, 2011 (2011-06-21)BCW3033.67 When the life of the journalist (Jayne Atkinson) is
threatened, Diana remains undercover as her assistant while Peter and Neil investigate the subject of journalistic history. Meanwhile, Neil and Sarah have a meeting with Diana and Christi (Moran Atyas). 344 Detroit DentistDens Powell &quot;Matt Negreteyu 28&quot;, 2011 (2011-06-28)BCW3063.72] When a mobster (Al Sapienza) from
Detroit flooded into Manhattan, Neil and Peter had to help their friend rework a scam from his past to bring down an unscrupulous gangster and prevent war. 355 Rounded ThreatPaul HolahanJim CampolongoJuly 5, 2011 (2011-07-05)BCW3044.19 When the black widow (Mädchen Amick) arrives in New York, Neil and Peter go
undercover as wealthy bachelors find the next target. 366Scot FreeTricia Brock John Henderson Julie 12, 2011 (2011-07-12)BCW3053.84 When a teenage conman (Hutch Dano) moves on a wild crime spree in New York, Peters realizes he has a new Neil Carifi on his hands. 377 ConsideringMichael SmithDaniel ShattuckJuly 19, 2011
(2011-07-19)BCW3074.18[52] When an expert hacker drained a New York bank, Neil assumed the identity of the criminal to spend the pole state and get him out of hiding. Mozzie finds her in an unfamiliar situation when the hacker's former accomplice (Lena Headey) switches sides. Meanwhile, Sarah temporarily moved in with Neil and
discovered the footage from Neil and Mozzie's treasure-watching camera. 388As you wereDavid StraitonMatt NegreteJuly 26, 2011 (2011-07-26)BCW3083.89 When an old friend of the Naval Academy of Agent Jones goes missing, Peter and Neil delve into the dangerous world of international private security to find him. While Jones is
dealing with his friend's awareness that he may not be the one to remember and meet an old flame, Mozzie persuaded Neil to break into Peter and Elizabeth's house to go after the manifesto. 399On the fencePaul HlollahanMark Goffmanina 2, 2011 (2011-08-02)BCW3093.71] When Neil and Peter discover wanted fugitive Matthew Keller
(Ross McCall) smuggling priceless Egyptian antiquities into the city, Neil has to go undercover with an exotic and handsome Egyptologist (Eliza Dsuku) to find and capture her loans. 4010 CountdownJohn KrethmerStori by: Jeff Istine and Channing Powell Tellele of: Jeff JustinSt 9, 2011 (2011-08-09)BCW3104.30[55] Neil and Mozzie
should stay one step ahead of the FBI while they seem to be working with them to prevent them from discovering that they own the treasure. Later, Peter returns home to find out that Elizabeth has been kidnapped by Matthew Keller. 4111ShahmatJohn KrethmerStori by: Joe Henderson &amp;quot;Alexandra McNallyTelei&quot;, as : Joe
HendersonYanian 17, 2012 (2012-01-17)BCW3133.23 Elizabeth evaded fbi Keller through a combination of diligence and her intelligence. Meanwhile, with the tactic postponed, Peter, Neil and Mozzie arranged for the treasure to be surrounded by unsuspecting NYPD and had to work with Keller to get him away from them. 4212Gor West
Country HistoryRussel Lee Finalexandre McNally &amp;jim campolonmoyanski 24, 2012 (2012-01-24)BCW3123.47]Student Phillips) at a prestigious prep school asked Neil and Peter to look into the disappearance of scholarships he thought were organized by the father (Dylan Baker) of his love (Elizabeth Gillies). To investigate, Neil
must be undercover as a substitute teacher. 4313Courtal ClockAndrew McCarthy Jeff F. KingJanuary 31, 2012 (2012-01-31)BCW3113.04] Neil and Peter investigated a robbery plot at a hotel after Elizabeth overheard neighbor Joe Manganiello as a suspicious conversation. When Neil proposes that Peter ask Mozzie to keep an eye on
her, he can move from babysitter to her accomplice when Elizabeth tries to help. 4414Ced stringsAnton CropperChanning PowellFebrier 7, 2012 (2012-02-07)BCW3142.47[59] While Peter is tied hosting Elizabeth's parents (Tom Skerrit and Debra Monk), Neil is assigned to help Sarah search for a missing Stradivarius. 4515 Home
TheftTim DeKayTori by: Mark Goffman & Jim Campolondo Tellop by: Mark Goffman Feb. 2012 (2012-02-21)BCW3152.31[ 20] Neil goes undercover with a gang of canosas led by Gordon Tyler (Hal Ozsan) one of the best conmen in the world to steal valuable souvenirs from Yankee Stadium. 4616 Doomsday Russell Lee FineJeff
Eastern 28, 2012 (2012-02-28)BCW3162.55[61] Agent Kramer (Boy) tries to sabotage neil's commutation while Neil tries to correct a mistake from his past. Peter has to make a difficult decision. With Peter's help, Neil was able to get away with stealing the painting and the face of the committee, telling them and later Peter that whether he
was released or not, he planned to continue working for the FBI because he now has a purpose and a life. Unfortunately, Agent Kramer refuses to back down, wanting to bring Neil back to .C by all means necessary. Peter was able to secretly warn Neil about Kramer's plan to steal Neil and get him to work for him. This gives Neil time to
escape, so he cuts off his bracelet and overflows the country with Mozzie before the commission makes a decision. Season 4 (2012-2013) The White Collar was renewed for a fourth season of sixteen episodes on August 25, 2011. [1] Treat Williams all season as Sam, an undercover agent from Washington who advocates for neal. [62]
Soft Fighter appeared in the first two episodes as Kyle Collins, a hunter working for the federal government. [63] Greg Henry recovered as a man who helped Neil and Mozzie hide while in the Cape Verde Islands,[63] while Maya Maestro appeared as Maya, a woman with which Neil was involved in the run. Laura Vandervoort appears in
one episode as a wealthy public interest who becomes another interest in neil's love. [65] Michael Weston appeared in one episode as a crime master, alongside Laurie Williams. [66] Rebecca Mader appears in one episode as Abigail, a woman who forces Neil to take in a robbery. [67] Pere Reeves appeared in one episode as a special
fixer. [62] Gloria Ootsis returns as Alex Hunter in the eighth episode of the season. Victor Webster appeared in the ninth episode of the season as Eric Dunham, a Wall Street trader who is under investigation for insider trading. [69] Titus Welliver's guest was the 19th guest of Senator Terrence Pratt, who may have been related to Neil's
father. [70] Reed Diamond appeared as Cole Edwards, a construction tycoon with ties to the government. [70] Sprague Graden appeared as a younger Ellen Parker, while Judith Evie went on to play the older version of the character. [70] Hilary Burton again acted as an insurance investigator and neil sarah ellis's love interest; it appears
in four episodes. [71] The remaining six episodes of the fourth season began airing in January 2013. [72] [73] No. inseasonTyidsrected byOriginal air dateProd.codeUphysicators (millions) 471Searched Paul HolahanJeff EastinJuly 10, In 2012 (2012-07-10)BCW4013.21[74] After Neil and Mozzie escaped, Collins (Soft Fifer) of the Office of



International Relations tried to find Neal after the FBI failed for six weeks. Peter finally manages to talk to Neil and background sounds to help Peter, Jones, and Diana conclude that Neil in Cape Verde. Peter went looking for Neil first. Unfortunately, Collins searched Peter's home after he left and found his cape verde circle card. Collins
and Peter met at a cafe where Collins announced a $500,000 bounty on Neil's head. Collins did not indicate alive. Neil, Mozzie and Peter are looking for a way out and are turning to various sources for help. Peter and Mozzie go to one of Mozzie's friends, while Neil goes to the richest man on the island, a very private man named Dobbs
(Greg Henry). Dobbs soon revealed that he knew Neil's true identity, and Collins arrived to capture Neil. 482Most wantedPaul HolahanMark GoffmanJuly 17, 2012 (2012-07-17)BCW4022.98[75] Collins held the Dobbs Prisoner property, and shot Neil in the leg when he discovered that Neil had lost out on his limitations. Peter and Mozzie
secretly helped Neal escape Collins, and in planning their escape, dobbs' discovery was indeed one of the fbi's most wanted men. Together, they made a scam for Neil to help capture Dobbs and return to New York under his original deal. Peter was eventually reassigned. 493Reducing returnStefan SchwartzJim CampolongoJuly 24, 2012
(2012-07-24)BCW4033.01.[76] With Peter reassigned to the evidence room, he and Neil go up against David Cook (Michael Weston), a criminal master who Peter is after joining the FBI. 504 Parting ShotsRobert Duncan McNeilLaxandria McNally 31, 2012 (2012-07-31)BCW4042.82[77] While helping Sarah (Hilary Burton) solve an insider
trading scandal, Neil saves lives the widow of the alleged perpetrator (Laura Vandervoort), but he must remain undercover with her to prevent the theft of her insurance agreement. Meanwhile, Peter was reassigned back to the White Badger division, and Ellen was shot after being called to Witness Protection, leaving Neil unanswered
questions. 515 Honor among thievesArlene Sanford John HendersonS auguste 14, 2012 (2012-08-14)BCW4052.93[78] When Ellen was killed, Neil left himself open to being blackmailed by the art thief, they were then in an exchange of information, which could lead to a breach of trust between him and Peter. 526Crisis of identityDavid
StraitonChanning PowellAuust 21, 2012 (2012-08-21)BCW4063.89[79] The purchase of Mozzie's warehouse leads him to find a number of clues about a war spy organization that can still work today Revolution. 537 Compromise positionsPaul HolahanMatthew Negreteaust 28, 2012 (2012-08-28)BCW4073.36[80] With the help of Mosier
and Sarah (Hilary Burton), Peter and Neil attempt to secure the conviction of a corrupt developer. Their main obstacle is a smart woman who acts as an unsolicited fixer for various clients, including Sarah. Meanwhile, Neil met ellen's boyfriend, Who told him about a conspiracy, including high-ranking law enforcement officials. 548Ancient
storyRussel Lee FineDanielSeptember 4, 2012 (2012-09-04)BCW4083.38[81] Neil is again approached by his old acquaintance and comrade Alex (Vo Gloriatsis), who is being investigated by the FBI in connection with a henist for which he was arrested. Peter continued his covert investigation into Sam behind Neil's back when Neil
received a suspicious package from Ellen delivered by the sheriff's deputies. Alex is in town for more business, which causes some steaks between Peter, Neil and Mozzie. 559 Gloves OffReny HarlinMark GoffmanSept 11, 2012 (2012-09-11)BCW4093.80[82] Peter sent Neil undercover as a Wall Street stock trader. Neil discovered a
white-collar boxing ring where traders were scrambling for inside information. To get a corrupt CEO, Peter and Neil have to get out of the office and step into the ring. Peter's making a huge mistake that makes Sam hide. 5610201220122012201220122012-18)BCW4103.41 Peter and Neil attend an FBI conference where someone tries to
steal highly prized defense technology but discover the thief's plan to kidnap the designer instead. After Peter learns that the real Sam is dead, a DNA test shows that the man they think is Sam is actually Neil's father. 5711 Family businessPaul HolahanJoe HendersonJanuary 22, 2013 (2013-01-22)BCW4112.77[84] Neil James's father
explains how, as a young policeman, he began working for a gangster named Dennis Flynn, now deceased. When he tried to end his job, Flynn framed him for by his superior and he admits when an unknown person with high law enforcement ties threatens his wife, Neil and Ellen. Believing he was guilty, Neil's mother refused to contact
us. In the present, Neil and Peter infiltrate the operations of Flynn's son, also called Dennis. They represent themselves respectively as a producer and potential buyer of fake whisky and are able to prove that the younger Dennis killed Ellen. But Dennis was killed in custody, indicating that the conspiracy of law enforcement is still in place.
James was sent to a safe house while Neil and Peter planned their next move. 5812 Brass TaxAnton CropperJim Campolomo - Alexandra McNally Januari 29, 2013 (2013-01-29)BCW4122.61[85] Neil and Peter discover that Dennis Flynn's fatal transfer of an inmate was ordered by US Senator Terrence Welliver, who was once James'
captain in the Washington Police Department. They plan to take him down by proving the charges against his associate, Cole Edwards (Reed Diamond). But Edwards remained loyal to the senator, who responded by ending his career. Meanwhile, Mozzie is paired with Jones to look for the meaning of a key left to Neil in Ellen's personal
belongings. Elizabeth asks Neil to lie to Peter about the key to protect him after an attempted murder, but Peter learns the truth from Jones and, very offended, continues to investigate himself. 5913Empire CityTim DeKayChanning Powell - Daniel ShattuckFebruary 5, 2013 (2013-02-05)BCW4132.28[86] Two brothers tried to revive the
famous Cotton Club, but one also participated in sales of fake medallion fees. To investigate, Neil and Peter posed as organisers and filmed as singers for the opening of the club. Meanwhile, Peter and Neil independently discover nyc's location, indicated by the key: the Empire State Building. 6014 shooting moonRussel Lee FineMatthew
Negrete &amp;Bob DeRosaFebruary 19, 2013 (2013-02-19)BCW4142.42.42[87] A couple of romantic crime ruin takes two hostages who turn out to be Peter and Elizabeth. Neil has to foresee their next crime to save. Sarah has a potential new position in London. Neal and Mozzie determined that Ellen's evidence of James was stored in
an office on the 50th floor of the Empire State Building. 6115OriginalJohn KrethmerMar Goffman February 26, 2013 (2013-02-26)BCW4152.12] The former assistant to a dead master sculptor has found a new work that Neil says is forgery. With the high-tech scanner diverted from the fake investigation, Neil, Mozzie and James determine
the exact location of Ellen's evidence box. But Peter's new FBI chief Amanda Calloway (Emily Proctor) smells them, and she reports to Senator Pratt. 6216 WindRussel Lee Fine Jeff JustinMarch 5, 2013 (2013-03-05)BCW4162.36[89] Neil Conpotz a box from the Empire State Building, although Pratt and Callaway are also looking for it.
Pratt's man stops running James, who wears what he thinks is the box, but is actually a decoy given to him by Mozzie. In the confrontations that followed, James killed Pratt with Peter's gun and fled, leaving Peter to be arrested for the murder with all the physical evidence against him. Neil learned from the true evidence that James was
guilty of the murder for which he was imprisoned. Neil asks James to go to the FBI and tell the truth to free Peter, but James coldly refuses and leaves Neil with the realization that his father used it. On 25 September 2012 [91] It premiered on October 17, 2013. [93] No. inseasonThirdDirectran byOriginal Air DateProd.codeUS viewers
(millions) 631At what price Stefan SchwartzJeff Eastertin &amp;joe henderson 17, 2013 (2013-10-17)BCW5062.53[ 94] Peter is about to be prosecuted for a murder that could end the FBI's career even if acquitted. Elizabeth wants Neil to save him at all costs. Neil is contacted by Dutchman Curtis Hagan (Mark Sheppard), the man with
whom he helped Peter be convicted of forgery in their first case together. Hagan influenced Peter's prosecutor and could dismiss the charges if Neil could make a convincing false audio confession from James. Neil and Mozzie do this and learn hagan's price: Neil has to steal a collection of gold coins from a secure building. Neil does this
using a device Mozzie built to prop up the bracelet signal to make it look like he's at home. Neil then learned that the Dutchman had filmed the robbery and planned to blackmail him into committing more crimes for him. Peter has been promoted to head of the New York Criminal Service. He gives Neil a new bracelet and promises him a
new hand-to-hand man outside the office. Their last case is to investigate the coin heist. 642Outside frying pans Roger KupbleDaniel ShattuckOctober 24, 2013 (2013-10-24)BCW5012.13[95] Neil meets his new handler David Sygel (Warren Kole), a young star agent. The FBI has arrested the owner of a stolen goods website and plans to
arrest his contacts while a very pregnant Diana works hard to get the site to keep working. Neil and Siegel were sent to the warehouse of an art dealer involved with the website, which turned out to be Mozzie. He runs away, but Siegel sees it; Although Neil was able to protect Peter from learning that the dealer was Mozzie, Segel did not
decode the identity Teddy behind Mozzie's vast possessions. This is actually what Mozzie believes is his true identity, that of the baby. disappeared shortly before Mozz was found. Mozzie goes back to the warehouse, sets fire to the fire and disappears into the hideout beneath him. The FBI believes Teddy's dead, but Diana's not deluded,
she goes to the warehouse and finds the hideout. He's trying to arrest Mozzie, but all of a sudden she's having a baby. Mozzie's carrying the baby she tells Theo, and she's kept his secret until now. Neal breaks into the FBI's evidence room and destroys evidence against Hagan that will give him a chance in his rhetoric. 653One last
StakeoutRussel Lee FineJo Henderson 31, 2013 (2013-10-31)BCW5032.38[96] Hagan is free, and he gives Neil 48 hours to steal a chapter from a mysterious book that is displayed in a museum. Neil and Mozzie plan to trick another criminal, Zev, into the museum to steal a painting, with Neil simultaneously taking the book's head and
then grabbing Zev. To gain access, he befriends museum worker Rebecca (Bridget Redigan) and steals her key. Neil tells Siegel that he heard chatter indicating that the museum was about to be looted and Peter was allowing an ambush. Mozzie forbids the museum's security cameras, and Zev enters. Neil slows down when Peter,
nostalgic for his previous partnership, joins the observation. However, he was able to enter the building and replace the head with the forger Mozzie had created. Zev set off the alarms, but he still escaped; Neil leaves prints when he gets away. Neil and Peter found Zev's fingerprints at the crime scene, allowing the FBI to arrest Zev and
recover the painting. Neil gives hagan the book's chapter after making a copy; He and Mozzie will try to figure out why Hagan wants it. Siegel secretly witnessed the meeting between Neil and Hagan. Rebecca was fired for a security breach after learning that Neil was working with the FBl. Siegel was found murdered in the street. 664
Controlling interest Kevin BryJim Campolonim 7, 2013 (2013-11-07)BCW5042.24[97] The now deprived Mozzie has moved into Neil's apartment. After the investigation into Siegel's death was delayed, Peter joined Neil for a new assignment. A disoriented man named Nate Griffith (David Cal) walks into the bureau carrying a bundle of
cash, admitting he broke into the vault and stole $2 million. Peter and Neil followed Griffith to Dr. Mara Summers, his psychiatrist. Peter decides to explore the vault with Neil. The bank wants to make a break-in. Neal checks their records for vault details and traces him back to NeoluLash. The suspect in Peter and Neil, Dr. Summers, had
something to do with the robbery. Peter follows Oniol Holdings in front of Shane Jacobi, a former prisoner, and confronts him. He denies having any connection to Oniul Holdings, but appears to be surprised the safe was robbed. Meanwhile, Neil turns to Dr Summers as a patient, hoping to get information from her. But she trusts him and
gets ongoing investigation by it. Moz identified the drug as Goodnight Cinderella, used by Asian prostitutes to rob their johns. He suggests that the best way to remember what he told Dr Summers to get back under the drug. Moz makes the drug, Neil drinks it, and Peter and Moz help Neil remember the whole conversation. The next day,
Peter and Jones visited Griffith's house, and found Jacoby there. They realize summers manipulated Griffith in the jackoby safe robbery. Neil gets credit from Dr. Summers by subjecting her to drugs. The FBI arrested Dr. Summers, but he didn't refund the money because Neil diverted it and gave it to Mozzie to start a nov. He told Mozzie
that he planned to break free from all restrictions, including Hagan's and Peter's. 675Plan to Master Jeff F. KingAlexandra McNallyNew 14, 2013 (2013-11-14)BCW5022.21 Rich Male (Richard Thomas) hires Elizabeth to choose artwork for her son, who recently reappeared long after he disappeared as a teenager. She was the real son's
teacher before she disappeared, and in a conversation with the supposed son about art, she began to suspect that he was a fraud. Neil took a job as a housekeeper in the household to investigate. Elizabeth was fired after she voiced her doubts and the alleged son passed a DNA test. However, Neil and Peter are able to prove that he
falsified the test and find the place where he holds the real blue prisoner to get the information he needs for his deception. Meanwhile, Peter is battling a flu-like illness that is released from a concentration that Mozzie prepares from the honey of the hives he introduced into Neil's apartment. 686 Icebreaker Eric StoltzMatt Whitney and
Mark Lafferty Novmber 21, 2013 (2013-11-21)BCW5052.49] Peter and Neil searched for a Russian forger on American passports and found Sergei, cousin of a famous Russian gangster and figure skater sponsor named Katya (Annet Mahendru). They went undercover as a skating coach and sports agent respectively and were able to
arrest Sergei and several Russian criminals to whom he had provided passports. Meanwhile, Neil and Mozzie enlisted to help the still unemployed Rebecca decode the book's head by posing as FBI agents. Peter and Jones know they're up to something, and Peter finds evidence of the fake FBI office they set up to deceive her. Rebecca
tells them that the author of the 19th-century book Mosconi never included Chapter 13 in his books, the same chapter he thought he had given hagan. 697Quantico closingWillie Garson Nick Thiel Decemper 5, 2013 (2013-12-05)BCW5072.12[100] Peter's anniversary with Elizabeth was interrupted by an attractive woman named Jill (Kim
Dickens), a former girlfriend and former classmate at the FBI academy. Jill now works for a private The FBI is asking peter's help to buy a computer chip, potentially of great benefit to enemy nations, from a hacker living in Manhattan. Jill insists that no one else knows anything about the mission, which makes Elizabeth suspicious and later
hampers Peter's efforts to keep the purchase safe. Peter and Jill spotted and identified two mercenaries who also followed the hacker, but when they went to the hotel room for a purchase, they didn't know the mercenaries had escaped Jones' surveillance. Elizabeth and Neil come to the same hotel at the same time to suspect Jill's
intentions towards Peter. When the mercenaries capture everyone, only Elizabeth and Neil save the day. Meanwhile, Neil and Jones have regained siegel's badge and the FBI. although the petty criminal who used them in a collage seems to be a dead end, but Peter finds a possible lead in the badge. Also, Neil and Rebecca are able to
decipher a stained-glass painting from the book's head, and Rebecca believes the window could be in New York, where Mosconi briefly lived in 1886. Later, he is able to show her the window, and they kiss. 708 Digging DeepSanford BookstaverJesica Grasl - Julian MeiojasDecemper 12, 2013 (2013-12-12)BCW5082.09[101] Peter learns
about recovering a stolen dinosaur egg, but the accompanying skeleton of an elderly woman Tyrannosaurus rex is still missing. He and Neil blinded the thief's attempt to steal the egg back; he identifies a financier (Jelko Ivalek) as his employer, but he does not know where the skeleton is. Neil and Mozzie make a fake egg containing a
tracker that leads them to the skeleton. Meanwhile, a suspicious Peter discovers that Neil sees Rebecca, and when He and Elizabeth break up their romantic dinner, he learns that Rebecca thinks Neil is an FBI agent. Neil tells him he lied to her so he wouldn't find out about the criminal past, and Peter prompted him to empty it. He does it,
and Rebecca accepts it; they're having sex. Hagan correctly realized that Neil was planning to steal the stained glass, and with an implicit threat in June, he told Neil to steal it. 719 Not a good solution Charlotte SillingStor from: Eddie Serrano Teneplasa from: Alexandra McNally December 19, 2013 (2013-12-19)BCW5092.52] In bed, Neil
tells Rebecca a limited version of the truth, but says he can't include her in stealing the window for her safety. She persuaded him to help her, and the next day she kidnapped the people who fixed the window while Neil and Mozzie stole it. They found that one of the panels allowed secret messages to be read in Chapter 13, but only in the
true chapter 13, not their copy. They intend to exchange this panel with Hagan for evidence that Hagan received Neil's earlier theft. At the same time, the FBI clocked on pawnshops, appeared one of the gold coins that Neil stole for Hagan, and that Peter Dawson's prosecutor was bribed. Peter's investigation leads him to Decker, the man
who robbed them of Dawson, but Mozzie gives him a tip and lets him escape. And Neil admits coin theft, suggesting that he, instead of Hagan, bribed Dawson to save Peter. Peter feels obliged to arrest Neil and thus reopen his own case, he is likely to end his career, but Elizabeth advises him against it. The next morning, Jones actually
arrested Decker, and Peter didn't ask him about the coins; there are enough weapons and other contraband coins in Decker's store to secure his conviction on other charges. Peter then went to Dawson and offered not to reveal the bribe if Dawson resigned and returned the coins, which he did. Peter tells Neil there will be changes to their
working relationship as he now realises Neil can't completely change his criminal ways. Neil agrees. 7210 Live FeedJohn KrethmerStors by: Chris Massey Tellop by: Jim Campolondo Gianuary 9, 2014 (2014-01-09)BCW5102.81[103] Peter is offered a promotion and reassignment of DC, but he is reluctant to take it until he solves the
mystery of Siegel's murder. Neil leads the panel to a meeting with Hagan, who intends to negotiate, but Hagan shows him holding Rebecca hostage and forces him and Mozzie to solve the puzzle hidden in code. Peter has been called in to investigate an apparent forgery of a painting by William Blake. He summons Neil despite the
tension between them, and Neil finds Hagan's hidden signature in the picture. Offering to buy the painting and monitor the resulting computer activity, Peter found the seller's location, which is the building itself, where Neil and Mozzie worked with Hagan. Neil forced Hagan to release Rebecca, threatening to destroy Codex's head, then did
so after Mozzie had memorized his results. He finds Rebecca on Brooklyn Street and hugs you; Rebecca tells Neil that the hidden treasure is a twin for the Diamond of Hope. The FBI arrived at the building and arrested Hagan, who said he had information Peter should consider whether to value his freedom. But Hagan was killed by a
sniper before revealing anything. There's information on Hagan's body that leads Neil and Peter to an apartment in Brooklyn that Hagan and Siegel watched on the day Siegel died. They enter the apartment and find three things: extensive files on Neil, Peter and their colleagues, preparations to falsify Blake and Logan's signature, and
proof that the occupant of the apartment is actually Rebecca. 7311 Shot through the heartDoud HannahMatt Whitney & Jessica Grassley 16, 2014 (2014-01-16)BCW5112.65[104] While Neil kidnapped Rebecca, the FBI apartment search. She concludes that she's actually in love with Neil, and as he summoned her and told her that Neil
was the prime suspect in Hagan's murder. She asks Neil to meet in the park; Neil tells her he's going to have to run, and she offers to go with him. Just as she'il say she's not an expert on the books, she finds the FBI to monitor and flee. From evidence in the flat, Peter determined that she was indeed Rachel Turner, a disgraced former
MI5 agent. He also knows where she hid the gun siegel used. Against Peter Neal's instructions, he arranged another meeting with her, suggesting that we exchange the diamond's location for Hagan's extortion information. As soon as he got the information he put on her handcuffs and told her the FBI was on their way. She shot the
handcuffs for him, but it was delayed long enough for her to be caught by the FBl. After Siegel's murder was solved, Peter and Elizabeth prepared to move to Washington, where he accepted the FBI's promotion and she took a job at the National Gallery. Neil and Mozzie are preparing to use Mozzie's information to find the diamond when
Rebecca phones from prison to say she's going to see Neil soon. 7412As stockTim DeKayAlexandra McNally and Mark LaffertyyaYanuar 23, 2014 (2014-01-23)BCW5122.75[105] Neil Peter wants to support his request to set aside his sentence, ensuring that he can indeed go right. As they are packed evidence from Rebecca's case, the
phone rings asking her to hire Rebecca for work. Peter wants Diana to impersonate Rebecca and meet the client. Rebecca was taken to the FBI office, where she helped Diana verify in return that she was allowed to talk to Neil. And Jones realized that the device contained an algorithm that could cause a financial crash. The financier is
on his way home, and while Peter is still asking for a warrant, Diana and Neil plan to break in and steal it. When Diana was called in for emergency childcare, Neil did; The emergency turned out to be the work of Mozzie, who had evicted her son Theo's nanny, forcing Diana to look after her namesake during the trial. Diana made a fake
car for the customer who committed suicide and was arrested, with a slight stop, when the real Rebecca texted him that she was in custody. Theo inspired Mozzie to make a breakthrough in the Mosconi puzzle, but when he called Neil to tell him about it, he was shown being watched by Rebecca, who escaped from prison. 7513 Diamond
ExchangeRussel Lee FineJim Campolomo and Nickel Gianyuari 30, 2014 (2014-01-30)BCW5132.99[106] and Peter Neill found Mozzie who had been injected with something. Rebecca says she poisoned him and will replace the antidote for the diamond. Mozzie's interpretation the geographical coordinates take them to Fort Totten in
Queens, where Mozzie was able to guide them close to the diamond site before it collapsed. Mozzie was hospitalized and successfully treated for belladonna poisoning after Jones and Diana determined where Rebecca got her poison. Peter and Neil find the diamond and call Rebecca, who followed them, and immediately take them to a
prisoner with a gun. She locked them in a cell and prepared to leave by helicopter, but they fled and Neil revealed that he had replaced the diamond with a piece of brick of a similar size before giving it to her. He persuaded her to surrender instead of shooting him. Peter's asking the FBI to release Neil, and he believes they're going to
agree; Neil tells Mozzie he plans to go straight. But the FBI director refuses to sign - perhaps, Peter speculates, because Neil is so useful to them. Frustrated, Peter tells Elizabeth that he wants to stay in his current position closer to field work; she agrees, but wants to keep her job in Washington. A bitter Neil asks Mozzie to bypass the
new bracelet. After Mozzie left, Neil confessed and confronted a man who had followed him. He then grabs hold of himself from behind and throws himself into a bathtub without his bracelet. Season 6 (2014) No. inseasonThilDirected byPrice FromOriginal Air DateProd.code viewer (millions)761Enter timeJohn Crotchmer
HendersonNovember 6, 2014 (2014-11-06)BCW6011.54] Peter leads Rebecca to help find Neil, who was detained by one of her former collaborators, Jim Booth. Meanwhile, Jim wastes no time in telling Neil that if he doesn't meet his requirements, he'il be pushed into the elevator shaft. Jim has high aspirations to join an exclusive group
of thieves, the Pink Panthers, and his entry ticket is the diamond the FBI currently holds. Neil needs to steal it. But Neil has a better plan - he thinks the situation requires a bigger gesture, and for his problems he expects something in return. Elizabeth tells Peter she's pregnant. Rebecca, leaving the white collar, takes the gun to the agent,
who lets the second agent choose not to, except to shoot her, and eventually kill her. As Neil says: She made a choice. It was better for Her to risk almost certain death than to go back to prison. 772Return of SenderMarta MitchellMark LaffertyNovember 13, 2014 (2014-11-13)BCW6021.36[108] The U.S. Attorney General signed a
contract written by Mozzie guaranteeing Neal's freedom if he helped overthrow the Panthers. Neil went on his first date with them without his bracelet, and was surprised to meet Keller, who Russian authorities say is still in one of their prisons. The Panthers gave Neil a stamp that would be auctioned off by an Argentine woman. At the
auction, Neil and Peter were given access to the auction by posing as a singing father and son, and Neil successfully security system. But the FBI won't release the seal, so Neil makes forgeries that Keller guarantees. Neil concluded that Keller was an undercover Interpol informant, and confirmed this to him, agreeing that neither could
afford to expose the other. The Panthers told Neal that stealing his seal was to test the security system in preparation for more work. Mozzie came to the conclusion that Elizabeth was pregnant, and Peter later told Neil. 783 Uncontrolled VariablesSanford BustaverJulien MeiojasNovember 20, 2014 (2014-11-20)BCW6031.38[109]
Panthers commissioned Keller and Neil to copy a data floppy disk from a safe in the security firm's office. Neil raises Amy, the assistant to the head of the company, and puts Mozzie in the safe, but the disk uses the technology of the 1970s, and Mozzie has to take it home to read it. Before they could get him back to the safe, Amy's boss
returned early from a trip and discovered he was missing. Neil assumes that Amy will admit that she took it to expose the security weaknesses and then ask for a promotion. Instead, she quit her job in disgust and Neil was devastated that he had betrayed her. Keller and his Interpol handler Luke gave the disk to the Panthers, and the FBI
was able to interpret it as instructions for routing high-value cargo at random through U.S. airports. 794Everything is fairPaul HolahanJessica GraslDecember 4, 2014 (2014-12-04)BCW6041.59 [110] five years ago, while Neil was in prison, Mozzie met, worked with, and married a mott artist named Eve before she twisted and abandoned
him. Eva's back, she wants a divorce so she can marry Jack, a rich man who recently devoted his life to charity. Neil and Peter decide that Eva and Jack are working together and plan to steal the Faberge egg, leaving Mozzie as autumn. They stop the thefts, but Mozzie lets Eva escape without signing the divorce papers. Meanwhile, the
FBI determined that the Panthers' target was a plane returning millions of dollars from Europe to any airport determined by the stolen algorithm. Peter was watching the FBI from San Francisco, but the Panthers aren't showing up because, as Woodford says at June's house, they know they have a mole. 805Stried moleJef F. KingNick
ThielDecember 11, 2014 (2014-12-11)BCW6051.57 [111] Woodford doesn't know who the mall is, but he's sure it's not Neil since a spy error was found before Neil joined the group. Neil refuses to help find the mole, which makes Woodford trust him even more and reveals the plan to steal the money from the airport through a massive
armed raid. Peter discovers that the bug bug was planted by Luke to spy on Keller and asks Luke to pull Keller out of surgery. Peter, Mozzie and Neil brainstorm ways Panthers can steal money less dangerously until Peter tackles use pneumatic tubes built decades ago to move from the airport. Luke discovers Neil's hiding something and
decides to disobey Peter and leave Keller for the surgery. Keller kills Luke and places a chip to track woodford's replacement, who was killed by Woodford. The FBI and Interpol have agreed to keep the operation, so Luke's death will not be in vain. Peter didn't accept the meeting with Elizabeth to see his son's first sonogram and vowed he
wouldn't let anything else be a priority. Mozzie asked for Neil to be introduced to the Pink Panthers, but Neil refused to tell him it was not a good time. Because the Panthers are one man short, Neil takes Peter to the meeting, saying he's helping him. Woodford reacts by pointing his gun at Peter. 816 Au RevoirSanford Bustaf Isstein -
Julian Meojas and Eddie SerranoDecember 18, 2014 (2014-12-18)BCW6061.86 [112] The Panthers' plan went on as planned, except for two things: Mozzie intercepted some of the money by opening the pneumatic tube in a tunnel, and then arresting everyone at the end. Neil and Keller sneak out of Peter and meet Mozzie in the tunnel,
where Keller betrays their arrangement and apparently shoots Neil in a fight. Peter arrives, kills Keller and finds Neil being kidnapped by ambulance. At the hospital, he and Mozzie see what appears to be Neil's lifeless body. A year later, Peter and Elle were raising their newborn son Neil when a mysterious supply of a bottle of fine wine
inspired Peter to investigate a storage unit containing evidence that the original Neil faked his death. Peter smiles and laughs when he locks this up, and Neil Caffrey is last seen in Paris, perhaps in search of a new adventure. Home Video Releases Season Episodes DVD Dates Release Region 1 Region 2 4 Discs 1 14 July 13, 2010
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